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Budget, Finance & Economic Development  

September 27th, 2016 
Summary and Motions 

 
Chair Stinnett called the meeting to order at 1:01 p.m.  All committee members were in attendance.   
 
Approval of August 30, 2016 Committee Summary  

A motion was made by Farmer to approve the August 30, 2016 Budget, Finance & Economic 
Development Committee Summary & Motions, seconded by Scutchfield.  The motion passed without 
dissent.  

I. August Financials General Fund  

Bill O’Mara, Commissioner of Finance, gave a presentation of the item. 
 
Rusty Cook, Director of Revenue, presented the Big Four Revenue categories. 
 
Elizabeth McGee, Budget Officer Sr., presented the other Revenue categories for August. 

Bledsoe asked what the Interfund transfer number represented and McGee responded that the number 
represents payments between funds where they transfer money, for example, to Council Capital 
Projects Fund; it is an accounting issue. McGee will look into it and see if anything is driving that figure. 

August 2016 Monthly Actual Compared to Adopted Budget

 

 

August 2016 YTD Actual Compared to Adopted Budget
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Cash Flow Variance - Revenue

 

 

Cash Flow Variance - Expense
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Code Enforcement Nuisance Abatement/Lien Collections 

 

 

Comparison of Economic Indicators

 

II. Public Infrastructure Development Fund 

Stinnett introduced Derek Paulsen, Commissioner of Planning, Preservation and Development, who gave 
a presentation of this item.  

Paulsen provided background, stating that a transfer of about $1,000,000 went into the fund last year 
going in tandem with the ZOTA associated with the ED zone. It was originally designed around Jobs 
Fund. 

Kay asked Paulsen to explain indirect job creation. Kay said this term is often used to talk about a ripple 
effect, and wanted to clarify that this is not what Paulsen is referring to. Paulsen responded that an 
example would be projects that may spur other projects which would create other jobs; rather than 
making a ripple effect, it is more about opening up space to create jobs in the future. 

Mossotti followed up asking whether the jobs would be full-time or part-time asking about the $250,000 
for sidewalk repair; she asked him to explain sustainability. He responded that the jobs are not created 
for creation of infrastructure alone. The application has to be associated with a direct capital 
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investment; there has to be a new building project taking place where one thing they need assistance on 
is putting in public infrastructure.  

F. Brown asked for a background on Public Infrastructure Fund. Paulsen explained that it was a $1m 
bonded infrastructure program, there is $750,000 remaining. F. Brown asked if there was an ordinance 
creating the program and Paulsen explained that the purpose of this meeting was to obtain the 
ordinance. F. Brown asked if there was any duplication; Paulsen said he did not believe so. F Brown 
asked about the sustainability of the $750,000. Paulsen said the program was created to provide funding 
for job creation and as a way to get infrastructure built. Paulsen would like to disperse the $750K as 
quickly as possible in terms of creating good projects and they might submit another request for next 
year’s budget. F. Brown said he was not comfortable with this and he feels like there is duplication of 
effort.   

Farmer asked how they define infill area. Paulsen showed a map, but it was based on old sand-born map 
from possibly the 1920’s.  Farmer supports moving forward with the program. Stinnett added that the 
next step would be to present a draft ordinance at the October Budget, Finance and Economic 
Development meeting so the committee can review it one last time move it forward or keep it in 
committee. 

Bledsoe asked whether fiber and broadband were considered to be part of infrastructure. Paulsen said 
he would need guidance and clarification from bond council in terms of utilities. They are looking for 
reallocation of a bond fund. What they have has to be used for a public infrastructure, not for private 
use.  

Lamb asked about boundaries and Paulsen said he would get her a copy of the map. Lamb asked about 
committee structure. She feels Commerce-Lex could help get applications brought forward. She also 
recommended that a Council Member serve on the Economic Development Committee. Paulsen was in 
agreement as long as the number of members was odd. 

Kay asked Paulsen to explain the rationale of $18.50 per hour salary. Paulsen explained they felt it was 
necessary to bring in higher quality and higher paying jobs. Kay suggested a median salary rather than a 
minimum. And he also suggested tweaking the language so it is not misleading regarding the start and 
stop of a project and penalties that may occur. Paulsen will have the language reviewed and make sure 
it is consistent. Paulsen added that if the funding for this program was approved in the budget, it would 
give them more latitude and not so many restrictions on what they can do with the funds. Kay asked if 
they would be soliciting or if they would wait for people to come forward. Paulsen said they have 
already had several come forward with projects and they are working with Commerce-Lexington and 
they are soliciting as well.  

Moloney commented that this something we need and he appreciates the presentation. He feels this 
program is important to bring jobs here. He asked if they looked into getting additional funding. Paulsen 
responded that he will look into this, but he is not sure it falls in line with funding preferences. He will 
discuss with Irene before bringing it back before the committee. Paulsen added that there are people 
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wanting to apply as quickly as possible. Moloney said he supports this program and he commends them 
for putting this together. 

Mossotti asked if this program would provide incentives and Paulsen responded that it could provide 
incentives or assistance, but it is not meant to be used only for that. He said they don’t want it to be 
strictly for downtown assistance, adding that there are areas just outside of downtown that have 
infrastructure needs. He said this could be residential, Economic Development or Affordable Housing 
projects where facilities don’t exist and this program could provide assistance to. Mossotti responded 
that she thinks it is a great program and well needed; she just wanted to make sure it was not limited to 
certain areas.  

Scutchfield said she was not opposed to this program, but since there are similar funds out there, she 
wants to make sure that we are not creating duplicate funds. She also wants to make sure this isn’t 
funded out of the general fund every year. Paulsen said he feels that it is important to see what 
applications they receive, what types of infrastructure is being requested and report back to Council to 
determine if they need additional funding or are there things that can be tweaked. Paulsen said they will 
really look into whether there are duplication efforts and make sure they reduce that. 

Kay asked about preference as far as meeting one or all of the listed preferences and how that 
determines application approval.  Paulsen responded that they would look at the direct capital 
investment, what they are asking for. He also stated that the cost-benefit is important in determining 
the approval process. Kay also requested additional historical information regarding the map; when it 
was adopted; where it came from; and review whether that map should guide decisions being made 
about policy. Paulsen will review the map with planning and determine boundaries. 

Lamb asked if they considered putting a cap on the application limiting the amount of funding they can 
request. Paulsen said the idea was not to fund all of the infrastructure, but help with the gap. He stated 
they wanted to keep it flexible and place a limit on it. Lamb asked if there would be a contract or 
agreement in place and will be there be collateral. Paulsen said the projects would be bonded.  

Stinnett asked about the $500,000 that was put into the downtown incentives as part of the Design 
Excellence Program. Paulsen will have to check to make sure they are available. Stinnett asked if public 
safety was included in what these funds can be used for. Paulsen said they would have to see the 
application and check with bond council to see if it would be used for private or public use. Stinnett 
asked about parks for public use and Paulsen said it would depend on how they pitch the application 
and if this is a good use of the funds.  

Moloney asked how they grade the application when they only have $750,000 in funding; how do they 
determine who gets the funding. Paulsen said it will always be weighed on the cost-benefit. He would 
have to see the application and what is being requested. Moloney asked how long the application 
process is open and Paulsen responded that it would be a first come, first served basis.  

F. Brown asked about the number of man hours invested since Engineering is overloaded. Paulsen said it 
should not be more work for Engineering. These are real Capital Projects where they are asking for 
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assistance. If we do not provide the assistance, the project may go forward anyway and the drawings 
would have to be reviewed and approved by Engineering anyway and he does not anticipate adding 
additional staff.  

III. Items Referred to Committee 
 
A motion was made by Farmer, seconded by Mossotti to remove Explore possible cost-
savings of a city-owned structure at Bluegrass Airport to house aviation assets from 
committee. The motion passed without dissent.  
 
A motion was made by Farmer seconded by Kay to remove Investigate using storm sewers 
to install conduit from committee. The motion passed without dissent.  
 
A motion was made by Farmer, seconded by Kay to remove Creation of a Blue Trail with 
partnering counties and Kentucky River Authority from committee. The motion passed 
without dissent.  
 

A motion was made by Farmer to adjourn, seconded by F. Brown.  The motion passed without dissent.  

The meeting was adjourned at 2:16 p.m.   

K.T. 9.28.2016 
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